
Parked at a gravel turnoff is the 2015 Chevrolet SS, now available with a six-speed manual transmission and outfitted accordingly. Next to it is a 2003 BMW M5.

Chevrolet’s SS muscle sedan is heading into the 2015 model year with more performance-oriented features that enhance its dynamic.

Road Test Editor Jonathan Wong: Is the 2015 Chevrolet SS a Christmas miracle? To car enthusiasts, it just may be. It’s got a manual transmission. The 2015 Chevrolet SS makes the right strides to appeal to enthusiasts, layering a manual transmission and three-mode suspension on top of an already.

The 2015 Chevrolet SS performance sedan will get a six-speed manual transmission and GM’s Magnetic Ride Control for the new model year. Chevy is bolstering the performance cred of its impressive SS sedan for 2015. A new, six-speed manual transmission will now be an option, and Brembo rear. 2015 Chevrolet SS Manual First Test For 2015, the SS offers a six-speed manual transmission, allowing it to pick up where the dearly departed V-8-powered.
Does the addition of the manual transmission make the 2015 Chevrolet SS performance sedan a better enthusiast car? According to this test, the answer is yes.

The 2015 Chevrolet SS comes with a standard V8 engine that test drivers say delivers exceptional acceleration. A six-speed manual or automatic transmission. First up is an OnStar emergency communication system, new Brembo-brand rear brakes, an available six-speed manual transmission, and GM's Magnetic Ride Control system. The 2015 Chevrolet SS will receive an optional six-speed manual transmission.


The 2015 Chevrolet SS will gain a manual transmission and option and GM's Magnetic Ride Control suspension, according to the car's dealer order guide.

The Chevrolet SS Sedan was sure to be the performance car that everyone would want. We'll see a six-speed manual transmission offered on the 2015 Chevy SS Sedan.
The 2015 Chevrolet SS with muscular styling and a long-term commitment. Moreover, the Chevrolet SS can now be had with a six-speed manual transmission. Tags: Chevrolet, chevrolet ss, ss, sedan, performance, manual.

Around, we happened upon a 2015 Chevrolet SS with a manual transmission. At a time when many automakers are ditching stick shifts, General Motors will add a manual transmission to the 2015 Chevrolet SS. According to a new order. There are a variety of excellent new features for 2015, including an available six-speed manual transmission, a standard Magnetic Ride Control adaptive. Manual-transmission fans, rejoice. Chevy has heard your pleas and made one available as a no-cost option for the 2015 SS. This mainstream performance.

Holy Crap: The 2015 Chevrolet SS Is Getting A Stick Shift: Motor Trend

Holy Chevrolet SS Manual Transmission, Magnetic Ride Confirmed In Order Guide. Car enthusiasts will be happy to hear that the 2015 Chevrolet SS will soon offer a 2015 Chevrolet SS to Get Magnetic Ride Control, Manual Transmission. See 2 user reviews, 7 photos and great deals for 2015 Chevrolet SS. upgrades for the 2015 edition comes, at last, a standard 6-speed manual transmission.

The manual transmission may be in its golden years, but there are still options for those. The 2015 Chevrolet SS is available with a no-cost six-speed manual.